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Besseling Group is one of the world's leading manufactur-

ers making machinery that creates ideal and customised 

modified atmospheres to preserve food, such as fruit and 

vegetables. Two types of technology have been employed: 

they are both based on reducing the amount of oxygen there 

is, with the aim of preventing oxidation, which causes the 

physiological process of decay in products. The result is a 

longer shelf life, all to the benefit of the supply chain and the 

quality for the end consumer. “Our Ultra Low Oxygen oxygen 

ensures a top quality atmosphere where the concentration 

of oxygen has been reduced to the absolute minimum,” says 

Andrè Van Dienst, Sales Executive at Besseling Group.

If Besseling Group is currently a leading company in the food 

preserving sector, this is also because of a decision that has 

always characterised the strategy of the Besseling family: 

providing high quality and highly efficient machinery and 

components. 

To ensure the maximum efficiency of its machinery, one of 

the main needs of the Besseling Group is to create an atmo-

sphere with the lowest possible level of impurities and con-

densation. This is also achieved by choosing compressors 

that meet these quality standards. “Mattei proved to be the 

ideal partner for the supply of compressed air. The quality 

of Mattei compressors is 

indeed a guarantee for 

us,” added Andrè Van Di-

enst. “Thanks to Mattei's 

technology, oil residue and 

contaminating particles in 

general are kept to a min-

imum and this helps guar-

antee extremely high air 

quality levels.”

“We have been working 
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with Mattei for 20 years now”, continued Andrè 

Van Dienst, “and I think that the soundness of this 

relationship not only depends on shared guiding 

principles, but also on our common experience 

in running a family business, where personal 

commitment and working towards objectives is in 

our blood.”

“Every year we provide Besseling Group with tens 

of compressors, which become part of the core of 

the machinery the company makes,” says Stefano 

Presotto, Export Area Manager at Mattei, adding 

that “Nearly all 

these are ERC 

500 and ERC 

1000, two of 

the best-selling 

models from 

our Classic 

Series, with power values between 4 and 22 

kW and air delivery from 0.49 to 3.75 m3/min: a 

guarantee in terms of air quality and reliability 

even for prolonged use.”

“We have been working with Mattei 
for 20 years now. The solidity of 
this relationship depends, along 
with sharing the same principles, 
on our shared experience in family-
run companies, where personal 
commitment and focus on the goal 
are part of the company's DNA.”

Thanks to Mattei's 
technology, oil 
residue and 
contaminating 
particles in general 
are kept to a 
minimum.


